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Structure
• Step 1
– Modelling, operationalisation, execution
• Step 2
– Observation, trails, re-use/adaptation
• Notation vs tools implementing the notation
Step 1
Modelling (1)
• Three roles
– Learner
• Team A
• Team B
– Staff - teacher
• Two acts
– First: team-based, collaborative
– Second: individual
Modelling (2)
• Environments
• Services
– Conference (asynchronous/synchronous)
– Monitor
• Properties, Global elements, imsldcontent
• Level B
Team A Team B Teacher
Cooperate to name and
order planets
Cooperate to name and
order planets Monitor student activity
Monitor student
questionnaire completion
Learner
Complete questionnaire
Operationalisation
• Reload
• XML Spy
• CopperCore
• SLED
• Moodle forums


Execution: to make life easy …
• Team A
– Aaron
– Alan
– Andrew
• Team B
– Bill
– Bob
– Brian
• Teacher
– CTA




A shared forum






Interview text

Chat facility


Teacher monitors activity


Teacher updates interview




Teacher decides when to 
move on …


Students fill in the 
questionnaire


Teacher monitors and ends


If I’d had more time …
• QTI 2.0 integration using the APIS engine 
on the QTI planets example
Step 2
Observation
• Forum participation
• Monitoring
– Can be as simple or complex as needed, but 
requires definition 
Traces
• This example perhaps limited
– interested in others’ approaches
• Active area of R&D at OUNL and in 
TENCompetence
– Routes through curricula
– Navigation systems
– Ant trail algorithms
Re-use/adaptation
• Template through use of different 
‘interview’ documents, question, 
instructions
• Structure can be adapted in various ways 
(additional activities, different conditions 
for flow to move on)
– To do: generalise to n teams
Some reflections
• Notation copes well
– Able to represent scenario for execution
• Significant effort involved
– Programming vs modelling
– Need for different type(s?) of tool
